HTML5 + Mobile Sites = 30 Bucks + 30 Minutes
Alba, Noir, & Fone: 3 new mobile web templates
Make a mobile web site for 30 bucks in 30 minutes. Alba, Noir, and Fone are HTML5 templates that make mobile web
pages. Available now from QRdvark.com [ www.QRdvark.com/ ] for $29, these new web templates can be customized
and live on the internet in less than an hour.
Replace the text and images in these HTML5 templates with your own words
and graphics and you’ve created a mobile website made for smartphones like
Android and iPhones. Mix text and graphics. Embed maps, calendars,
and video. Watch how easy it is: [ http://youtu.be/PXFp9I0r6I0 ]
Start with the free version, make your first mobile page or two, and
then upgrade to the paid version when you’re ready. The Alba, Noir,
and Fone templates are ideal for small businesses that need a mobile
web presence but can’t afford the time and hassle of a large web
development effort.
All three templates come with expanded CSS style sheets for multiple
formatting options, a comprehensive library of icons and buttons,
instructions on how to embed Google Maps and Google Calendars in
mobile pages, and a collection of tips and tricks specific to building
web pages for smartphones. The full versions are $29 and available
online at: [ www.QRdvark.com/templates/ ]
Alba is a clean, uncluttered design with restaurants in mind and creates food menus complete with descriptions and
prices. Noir is a quiet, minimalist design that looks great on any mobile phone, with a black background perfect for
displaying photos or images. Fone looks like a mobile app as much as a mobile page and is a versatile starting point
that lends itself to modification.
Azalea Software publishes mobile web tools including HTML5 mobile web templates; QRdvark, an Android QR
barcode app, RSSmachine, an RSS publishing tool, and a wide selection of barcode tools including barcode fonts.
Founded in 1992, Azalea Software, Inc. is located in Seattle WA.
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